
Some truths about the ravine El Taruca and the Mulato River in Mocoa 
Mocoa, May 26th, 2015 
 
Good evening,  
 
Reading the publication of Notifronteras dated from November 20th, 2014 and watching the             
videos, all the content is based on the reports and studies that have been carried out by the                  
Civil Defense of Putumayo who have been monitoring the ravine El Taruca, El Conejo and               
the Mulato, Sangoyaco, Mocoa and Rumiyaco rivers since 2011, where we have been             
making known the different threats that have been observed in time. 
We must keep in mind that the municipality of Mocoa was built in a sector surrounded by                 
many water tributaries, that place the majority of the inhabitants of the municipality             
permanently at risk. This does not mean that we should evacuate, but it does drive us to the                  
obligation to prepare us and review what we would have to face in case of a possible                 
emergency caused by one of these streams or rivers. 
 
However, the situation is not desperate since the municipality has invested a lot of backhoes               
working hours to unblock the Mulato river, which has been pretty useful; indeed a very               
strong increase already have been avoided, as far as the riverbed has been clean of rocks                
and dragged material, it was not overflowed. In the last few days, landslides occurred at the                
head of the Mulato river but the water of the given stream has washed all material that has                  
fallen; that is why the current water benefited from the municipal aqueduct has been very               
muddy when reaching most of the homes allocated by the system. The aqueduct company              
sent a commission of its employees with civil defense staff to the source of the Mulato river,                 
and even if it was not possible to arrive exactly at the birth, it was possible to highlight that                   
there is permanent fall of soil and mud in the river, and that is the cause of the water's                   
contamination. 
 
In recent days (May 13), there was another growth of the ravine El Conejo, what did damage                 
again the aqueduct used by the United Neighborhoods, but the company that manages that              
aqueduct succeeded efficiently to overcome this emergency and the community stayed           
unnoticed of what happened. 
On May 21, 2015, at the headquarters of the Civil Defense, a meeting was held with                
presidents of Communal Action boards (neighborhood divisions) and representatives of          
some entities (United Neighborhood Aqueduct - Colombian Family Welfare Institute (ICBF) -            
Energy Company - Hospital). Unfortunately, many presidents of Communal Action boards           
did not attend. In this meeting, the reality of the ravine Taruca and the Mulato river was                 
explained and it was assessed that these tributaries have been monitored; moreover, it has              
been suggested that, in each neighborhood, was organized meetings and training, for what             
instructors will be supported by the Civil Defense. Unfortunately, for being late at the              
meeting, a Communal Action's president misinformed his community, saying that what the            
Civil Defense wanted was money; something that is totally false since it was said at the                
meeting that the community would not even be charged five cents, contrary to some              
companies that would be charged some consultancies for the elaboration of their            
contingency plans. 
 



Entities such as the Hospital, the ICBF, and the United Neighborhoods Aqueduct have             
already begun to adjust their emergency plans with the information we provide them free of               
charge. It is necessary that we all be part of the solution and not of the problem. The                  
mayor and the rescue organism cannot be the only solution: among all the inhabitants              
of Mocoa we must build the necessary scenarios to mitigate the natural phenomena and              
those scenarios are built with : capacities training, preparedness, evacuation drills,           
citizen participation and interest of our governors, so that all of us can mitigate the               
effects of a possible emergency that can happen today, tomorrow or never be presented.              
Friend reader, remember that "We'd better prepare us for something that may never             
happen rather than that something for what we're not prepared occurs". 
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